
Tezgah
magazine design proposal

As the second project of  VA 302 class we are expected to design a multipage magazine for our second 
hand and design shop “Bit Pazarı”.The starting point is going to be naming it. I came up with some possible 
names as; “dükkan”, “tezgah”, “bit kadar” and liked “tezgah”at most. For the second step; before setting 
up a system it is important to decide on the content of the magazine. In “tezgah”, I’ll have 3 department 
and 2 feature parts.

The departments are going to be  activity guide which will be named as “Biletini Kestim”, shopping guide 
which will be named as “Ayna” and reader’s designs & notes which will be named as “Çizer Tayfa”. Then I 
decided to have 2 features which will be consist of  an interview with a music band which will be named 
as “Tanıştırayım” and a fashion blog introduction which will be named as “Bi Baksana”.

To be more specific let’s have a deeper look at all the content.

Departments

1)Biletini Kestim

In this section I am going to give a place to most popular activities for that season. It will be such kind of 
agenda but a seasonable one. There will be editor’s choice of a book,album and a film. Also editor will give 
advices for upcoming theatr plays,films,concerts and festivals.

2)Ayna

In this section there will be examples of celebrities’ outfits and I will connect them with the similar  prod-
ucts from Bit Pazarı.

3)Çizer Tayfa

We are very used to see readers’letters as a department in many of the women magazines so to create a 
new interest for the reader it can be changed into the design&notes instead of complaining or thankful 
letters. These designs can be anything such as a poster,product design,a fashion design, illustration etc.

Features

1)Tanıştırayım

In this section I am going to have an interview with “Gereği Düşünüldü”; a young post hardcore music 
band and introduce their music to the readers.

2)Bi Baksana

Keeping a blog in which you can find anything about fashion and life styles became very popular these 
days. So adding such a feature that is chosen by the editor for the season can be fun and interesting I 
think.


